
 

 

mommas, Mommas, & MOMMA 
Aside from the eldest Females of an area- (the mommas) there are 
also those that they report to- The Mommas, these are the current 9 
highest ranking Junk-Tooths in the modem world and are divided into 
regions pseudo-analogous to the rest of the world’s dreaming realms. 
They are, in no discernable order…  
Momma Junk-Tooth Jjangi is a behemoth of a woman, with the face 
of a hippo and the poisonous personality of an angry scorpion, she 
serves as a medicine woman and hedge-witch in the war-torn areas of 
the Land of Ancient Stories.  
Momma Junk-Tooth. Jezebel is a Kurdish rabble-rouser and golden-
Jackal headed Freedom-fighter of ill repute renowned and feared 
among the insurgent forces of the Fertile Crescent 
Momma Junk-Tooth Jacqueline is an ageing snail prostitute with 
fuzzy memories of the whore priestesses of Ishtar. She maintains 
most of Europe’s realms slowly traveling, but always heading back to 
the Coastal Celtic Regions of Brittanv and European Concordia. 
Momma Junk-Tooth Juggs is a Catfish Momma, and president of the 
Caldecott County Mississippi Elvis Presley Fan Club. She makes fake 
I.D.’s for those women what need to disappear and makes sure that 
their abusive husbands disappear even quicker.  
Momma Junk-Tooth Juanita is a piranha-headed manager of river 
resources in a small Bolivian Mining Town. Though the mine has long 
been shut down, there is talk of the town becoming a fishing village. 
Momma Juanita has allowed it to grow slowly so far but is still 
watching for mismanagement.  
Momma Junk-Tooth Jinny Graye is a hidden bare-knuckle boxing 
kangaroo Princess, and her kingdom is the under-ground Australian 
town of Coober-Pedy. Even among the local Sidhe of the Never-When, 
few dispute her claims of royalty for fear of that Infamously quick 
right hook, or her unseemly biting of those that dismiss her.  
Momma Junk-Tooth Juki- is a self-title Karaoke Madame who runs 
an all-night musical palace in the Harajuku region of Tokyo. Her 
snapping turtle head can belt out everything from Tom-Jones to the 
Sugar-Hill -Gang with equal aplomb.  
Junk-Tooth Jerga is an old and bear-faced babushka who complains 
about the laziness of today’s youth and secretly hopes that Baba Yaga 
will return and set everything aright. She maintains a small and cozy 
farmstead deep in the Siberian wasteland of the Thrice-Tenth 
Kingdom, far-faraway from everyone else. Fledgling Junk-Tooths 
brought to her farm can ensure plenty to eat, but also plenty of ‘work 
to “Make STRONG.”  
 

And of course, there’s MOMMA JUNKTOOTH- 

 

I’m telling you, boy, I mean, if you took the time enough to bother to stuff a collapsible shoulder-launch RpG 
up somebody’s bunghole, don’t you think you’d fire it?  

Fritz Tremor- Smokin’ Aces 2: Assassins’ Ball 

Quote: Yeah, I could go to a dentist, but I pulled my back out humping your mom last night  

Less of a Kith and more of a bastardy Bloodline, the Junk-
Tooths are trailer-park remnants of moxy and chutzpah, and 
those left behind. They are the Dreaming equivalent of that one 
kid in your class with green teeth that ate glue. Though it’s not 
prudent to dismiss them. They can be as loyal as the Trolls, as 
wild as the Eshu, or as violent as the Sidhe. One thing they 
won’t be is a joke, despite their Pooka blood ties, and one would 
be wise to remember this.  

Descended from pooka (not that many Pooka would admit 
this of course). The Junk-Tooths are a matriarchal line. Even the 
Eldest Males are subservient to the dictates of the Mommas 
(the Eldest Females of the Line). What truly sets a Junk-Tooth 
apart from their more mainstream pooka cousins, however, is 
not only their lack of perfect Teeth (the source of their 
sobriquet) But also the manner in which they come into the 
world).    

The Chrysalis of the Junk-Tooth is a harsh mistress. The 
Junk-Tooths are invariably orphans from the worst dregs of 
mortal society- Trailer-Park and Junkyards, war-torn barrios 
and Ghetto alley-ways, tundra-waste lands and deserts filled 
with insurgents; these places and more are where the dreams 
of the Junk-Tooths take root. Luckily, the Mommas of all the 
World’s regions will find and adopt the bastard pup into their 
ranks – This being the most important Birthrights of the Junk-
Tooth Kith.  

 
Appearance: In Mortal Mien, the Junk-Tooths could politely be 
called economically challenged; forever dirty with cast-off 
clothing, rags more than anything, and poor dental coverage. 
Messy hair, dirty faces, and a wild look in their eyes combine to 
have most people mistakenly catalog them as hopeless. In fae 
Mien, this wild and unkempt look is made manifest in their 
animal attributes. Like their Pooka forbears, they have an 
animal affinity that is visible in their fae self. What sets them 
apart; however, is that the teeth of the Junk-Tooths. Heavy-
blocky teeth for splintering, razored fangs for serrating, needly 
pins for piercing; all can be seen in the dirty and animalistic 
faces. All the Animal Affinities for Junk-Tooths come from 
animals with strange, ugly, dangerous teeth.  

Lifestyle: The Eldest Women of the Tribe (collectively called 
Mommas] are revered as guides, hedge-women, and wood 
wives. Each region has a ruling Momma, who in turn answers to 
MOMMA Junk-Tooth, a mysterious and ancient figure of Fae 
Legend. While there are many mommas, and a handful of 
Mommas, there is only one MOMMA.  

Childing Junk-Tooths are frightened little lambs, who just want 
to be loved. It isn’t until they are adopted by the rest of the Kith 
that they realize what being in a family means (For better or for 
worse). They quickly grow cheeringly territorial, happily 

protective, and pluckily zealous about taking their place 
amongst their own. It is nice to have a place to belong.  

Wilder Junk-Tooths are mercurial and clever. Some have found 
their niche amongst their family and may pick fights with other 
Kith just to cement the status of their own Kith as a whole.  

momma Junk-Tooths (Males are called Grumps) are Mommas 
for a reason. They are the strongest and oldest and wisest Junk-
Tooths, and anybody that says different is due for a late nigh 
visit full of beat-ass.  They spend their long days ensuring that 



 

 

their pups are taken care of, and their voice is 
being heard in changeling society. The 
mommas make regular correspondence to 
their Regions Mommas who in turn 
answer to MOMMA.  

Glamour Ways: Junk-Tooths regain 
glamour whenever they help the 
dispossessed and lost. Just as they 
themselves were once castoff, so too do 
they work to ensure that everyone has a 
home. Potlatches for the homeless, clean-up 
efforts in city-parks, -wherever hungry and 
hurting folks are taken care of grateful, the Junk-
Tooths will be there to help.  

Unleashing: Cantrips cast by the Junk-Tooths are accompanied 
by eerie sounds, which are more pronounced than the sounds 
which arise from the unleashing in others. There is no 
mistaking this sound, nor ignoring the spookiness that comes 
with it.  

Affinity: Nature 

Birthrights:  

Animal Affinity: Much like the Pooka from which their 
bloodline hearkens, the Junk-Tooth has an affinity with an 
animal. When completely alone, she can shape-change into that 

animal (or back from it) in one 
turn. Changing costs one 
point of Glamour, but 
reverting back is free. The 
Junk-Tooth has all of that 
animal’s abilities (Claws, 

speed, etc.…) much like 
the Pooka, but the 

biggest difference lies 
in what form the 
animal takes.  

Every 
animal that the Junk-
Tooth manifests has 
some kind of 
crushing, grinding, 
chopping, serrating, 
or splintering teeth. 

Even something as 
seemingly harmless as 

a duck has a row of 
razor-sharp little stubs 
that seem more 
prominent in the mug of 

a Junk-Toot. The teeth of 
A Junk-Tooth always deal 

Str+3 Aggravated Damage.  

Tribe of Dentata: All 
Junk-Tooths know other 

Junk-Tooths, all claim kinship to 
another. Despite them all being 

orphans, they can all boast a 
background rating of Allies at 
level 3 at character creation for 
free. These allies manifest as 
other orphaned Junk-Tooths 
who have been found and 
brought into the fold. Any Junk-
Tooth when in need can count on 

another Junk-Tooth being in the 
know, who will come to the aid of 

the other Junk-Tooth whenever said 
first Junk-Tooth is in most need of any 

aiding. You know?  

Frailties  

Junk-Teeth: The Junk-Tooth epithet comes from the unseemly 
grill that the whole of the Kith sport. From razor-splintered 
green hinges of a back-wood ‘possum Junk-Tooth to the 
gnashing and grinding yellowed pegs of a Norse Goat Junk-
Tooth, the teeth are never that much to look at These teeth 
cross even into the mortal mien of the Junk-Tooths and even 
the animal attributes of the grill are somewhat visible to other 
mortals. They always gives the Junk-Tooth a -2 to any roll that 
involves appearance (although there is something endearing to 
be said about that cute little trailer-treasure raccoon girl with a 
jacked-up tight-lipped smile).  

Lies: Exactly their Pooka cousins, the Junk-Tooths are infamous 
for their elaborate falsehoods. All Junk-Tooths must make a 
successful willpower roll, difficulty 8, to tell the whole truth.  

Junk-Tooth June-Bug licks her teeth and says little.  
Cats? With hats?  Never heard of ‘em. I’s specially never heard 
them rhyming their way through a drunken stupor, either…  
Cheabhler-Sith: Cookies? What cookies? I ain’t seen no 
cookies. What’s a cookie?  
Eagle-Knights: Stickin’ feathers up your butt doesn’t make you 
a chicken and turning into a turkey don’t make you a Pooka.  
Fortuni: NO WHAMMIES!  
Pistol-Face: They got that True-Grit bullshit right there, I tell 
you h’wat.  
Ramen: I like it with s nice can of PBR and a moon-pie for 
dessert.  
Slender-Men: I like it ‘with a nice can of PBR and a moon-pie 
for dessert. 
Star-Children: You want a story? Ask them about the sunsets 
on Venus. I don’t know what they’re talking about, but they talk 
about it well.  
Swag-Demons: You’re so cool. Please tell us again, how cool 
you are.  
Wacky Waving Inflatable Flailing Arm Tube-Man: As 
squirrely as we are, with half the attention span.  
Pookas: NO relation.  
Beasties; ABSOLUTELY no relation.  
Ratkin: Maybe some Relation. 

 


